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From instant quote to easy booking, real-time  
tracking, and even transparent cost settlement!  
With our digital forwarding service Cello Square,  
import-export logistics becomes so much easier  
and convenient. 

Are you satisfied with your 
current logistics services? 
With the globalization of the world economy and growth of the  
e-Commerce market, logistics is becoming a more significant factor  
with a greater role in business activities, year by year. 

Nevertheless, many exporters, importers and e-Commerce sellers are  
faced with challenges when it comes to logistics.  
(e.g., slow quote, complicated ex/im process, poor shipment visibility, etc.) 

Could there be an easy way to solve some of logistics’ most  
difficult and complicated problems?   
Samsung SDS Cello Square has the answers. 
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A new world unfolds  
as digital meets logistics.  
Experience Cello Square. 
Quick and easy quote inquiry and shipment booking!  
Ensured safety via real-time tracking and communication!  
Reliable invoicing due to full cost transparency!  
With just a few clicks, logistics operation gets so much easier.



Solve your complicated logistics problems  
with Cello Square. 

From quote to shipping 
request and invoicing,  
all logistics activities can  
be done on a single platform. 

Optimal transport mode 
and LSP are automatically 
recommended, and follow-up 
steps are notified. 

Tedious processes and 
documentation work are 
minimized while complicated 
tasks including invoicing, 
analysis, etc. are automated. 

The customized dashboard  
gives you an at-a-glance view  
of your shipment status,  
issues and more. 

Backed by our global network 
and capacity to handle 
high cargo volume, we take 
on responsibility for safe 
transport.  

From consulting to strategy 
set-up and operation, the 
best experts in each country/ 
logistics sector are here for  
you to help. 

It’s easy and 
convenient

It’s efficient It’s reliable



All-in-one dashboard

Offering of customized dashboards  
that give you an at-a-glance view  
of your shipment status.  

Configured custom alerts detect issues 
that may occur during transport for 
actions to be taken immediately.

Bookmark ‘shipment’ to easily trace  
status of specific shipments. 

Schedules of multiple air/ocean  
carriers in real-time can be checked. 

Offering of instant quote for main 
shipment goods, and routes. 

Logistics costs and lead time by  
route type offered for easy  
comparison and analysis. 

Instant quote

Receive different quotes depending  
on route type by filling in basic info  
only. 

Pricing experts provide quote within  
48 hours and with just a click, transport 
request can easily be made. 

Easy quote request & 
shipment booking 

Key Functions

Documentation work is minimized as  
the process from quote request/offering  
to shipment booking is all done on a  
single platform. 



Key Functions

Real-time tracking of shipment is 
available anywhere at anytime online  
or on mobile device. 

Issues are immediately addressed as 
detailed info of the matter is sent to 
specialist when occurred. 

Greater reliability on shipment by 
providing data on shipment location  
and status.

Real-time cargo tracking 
& quick problem-solving

A dedicated organization made up of 
specialists in every area of logistics 
(called NAVY) provides on-demand 
support across the entire logistics 
process—offering quotes, booking, 
shipping, invoicing and etc.  

Provides communication services  
based on each shipment, regarding 
booking, shipping, invoicing and etc. 

Live chat with specialist on shipment 
issues is available, and chat history is 
managed.  

Effective communication 
with dedicated specialist

All types of documents (e.g., B/L, 
invoice, etc.) are quickly fetched at  
your convenience on the efficient, 
cloud-based platform.

The requested data analysis result can 
be received in report form by applying 
filters diversified by data area. 

Based on big data analysis results, 
measures to improve logistics  
operation can be drawn up.

Systematic control of 
documents & data analysis 



We secure global logistics capabilities 
on the strength of excellent platform.

Specialist by Logistics Sector
Approx. 5,000 logistics specialists by country/ 
sector provides on-demand support in diagnosis, 
consulting, strategy setting, operation and more. 

Global Logistics Network 
With our global network of 53 branches and  
230 sites across 36 countries, we are committed  
to the safe transport of goods. 

36 53 230 5,650Countries Branches Sites Experts

America

Europe

China

Latin America

Middle East Asia Pacific

Dallas, USA

Delft, Netherlands

Shanghai, China

Sao Paulo, Brazil

Dubai, UAE Hanoi, Vietnam 

Global HQ
Seoul, Korea

6 Regional HQ

* As of December, 2021



Co-operation based on strategic partnerships

Competitive logistics costs and IT-based specialized 
services are offered by cooperating with varied LSPs.

Ranks among top 10 logistic services provider 
in terms of volume
Competitive costs are offered by handling global  
top-tier player-level air/sea cargo volume.

410K 1,010K 1,280K 1,990K Ton
Air Cargo

TEU
Ocean Cargo Truckloads Warehouse

m2

* As of 2021
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We hold cost advantage based on  
high-volume cargo and close partnerships. 



IT-based Specialized Services 
Based on the full spectrum of IT capabilities that  
Samsung SDS secures, we drive innovation in your logistics  
by offering IT-based specialized services across the entire  
logistics supply chain. 
(services associated with TFOOD, e.i., the food traceability  
management system, premium control services, optimal  
packaging recommendation services, etc.) 

Global Forwarding Services 
We are an international logistics service  
provider offering not only air, ocean, inland 
transport but also multimodal transport.
(air freight forwarding services, re-forwarding 
services to Latin America, FCL/LCL by ocean 
freight, etc.)

     

e-Commerce Logistics Services
Having links to overseas shopping mall platforms 
such as Amazon, we provide logistics services 
that range from automatic order placement  
to shipment management, customs clearance, 
fulfillment, returns processing, etc.  
(Amazon FBA by ocean, etc.)

 Express Services 
By collaborating with the most optimal LSP by 

region, international orders placed online are 
safely delivered to customers’ doorsteps. 

(Amazon FBA express shipping services, B2C 
express shipping for exports/imports, etc.)

Key Products



www.cellosquare.com

Sign up now to experience digital forwarding services  
on a whole different level that Cello Square has to offer. 

Click on Logistics

Customers


